
Nurses Advancing Their NETWork

Nurses are often the health care providers NET patients will spend the most time with 
discussing care for their disease. Healing NET funded grants for a group of nurses to attend the 
Allied Health track at the North American Neuroendocrine Tumor Society (NANETS) Annual 
Symposium last October. Post- conference the nurses told us how they appreciated exposure to 
new guidelines, treatments, and clinical trials, as well as the opportunity to network with each 
other and the 300+ physicians and allied health professionals attending. We followed up with 
them recently to find out how this education has translated into their care for their patients.
The initial feedback from grantees mentioned a range of learning: how to fully assess diarrhea 
in PNET patients in a totally new fashion; how to decrease risk of liver abscess when 
undergoing embolization; how to address the emotions that come with a cancer diagnosis and 
chronic disease. Eight months later the following round of feedback confirms what we expected: 
each became a resource for others in their own medical communities and each has been able 
to help patients in new ways. 

Kimberly Gardner of Vidant Cancer Care reported: “I recently did a neuroendocrine presentation 
for all the cancer navigators at our facility and the six regional sites.  I included basic information 
on GI NETs along with the exciting new developments in NETs that I learned about at the 
conference….The feedback from the group was great and many of them mentioned sharing the 
information.” She also wrote, “During our GI tumor board meeting, I was able to share 
information on the Gallium-68 PET scans with the GI multi-disciplinary team, and we have 
started to utilize this testing on our patients. Kimberly also worked with a regional medical center 
to schedule patients for Lutathera treatments (PRRT), which she learned about at the 
Symposium. 



Caressa Valdueza reported that she and the NET specialist she works with “have been able to 
refer our NET patients to Palliative Care and/or Nutrition… I hope to further expand healthcare 
opportunities for our NET patients” by adding “survivorship programs, education sessions and 
counseling.” 
Not only is a conference a valuable learning opportunity, it can also be an excellent networking 
opportunity. Jayshree Shah reports that “the conference provided me with connecting to the 
representative to set up 177 LU at our institution and the training involved in starting this 
program. We are in the process of setting up policy and procedure with interventional radiology 
and hopefully have it up and running by end of the summer. Without attending the conference, I 
wouldn’t have made the connection and not have learned about 177-LU procedure.”
Kimberly Gardner nicely sums up the experience of the travel grant recipients: 
“I have become a resource not only to my navigator colleagues, but also the physicians and 
nurses at our cancer center. I brought back a lot of information that has directly benefited our 
NET patients.”
Healing NET is grateful for the support of donors that allow us to fund such opportunities as well 
as to the medical professionals volunteering their time to develop educational programs and 
meetings that expand and disseminate knowledge of neuroendocrine cancer, like the 
International Healing NET Summit and the NANETS Annual Symposium. The next NANETS 
Symposium meets from October 4-6, 2018, in Seattle, WA (https://nanets.net/symposium). 

https://nanets.net/symposium

